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Grab: Each family must compete with other families for limited resources, such as jobs, status, 
medical and educational resources, and the key to their unlocking: money. 
 
Grab: I have a strange belief that if children were no longer being used as social-status ‘weapons’ 
of inter-familial warfare then our inherent grumpiness factor (IGF) would succumb. 
 
Starts: 
When I was younger, my sister held a particular notoriety in our family. 
 
When we ventured out for public restaurant appearances, she would invariably enact a mini-
drama, wherein her food would arrive and she would exclaim: ‘Is that what it is! I’d thought it 
was something else…’, while we collectively rolled our eyes with the perfect mix of derision and 
affection for her naked and brazen naivety. 
 
Here, we live in a system supposedly built on an idea that families provide stability, security 
and love that nurtures the growing child and is also the basic building block of society. One 
forges the skills, and has the crucible, for an eventual going out into the World and ‘earning’ the 
means for generating a family of one’s own, in which to instill and perpetuate the same 
formula. 
 
Once outside the family, one joins in the capitalism game—competing with others—and this 
competition ensures that companies and businesses, while producing employment opportunities, 
also provide us with the best goods and services at the most affordable costs. Usually we are 
happy for these businesses and companies to compete with each other—we even see it as a 
necessity for a ‘healthy economy’ and for ‘consumer justice’. 
 
Capitalism is built on a family structure—the rugged, enduring group that accumulates and 
consumes and that forever needs a reliable, secure cave in which to stash things, and to 
maintain its social presence and status. 
 
But the one thing never fully explicated about this cosy formula is that each family (and 
extended family) must compete with other families for limited resources, such as caves, jobs, 
status, medical and educational resources, and the key to their unlocking: money. 
 
We may have thought that we were ordering something else, but this is indeed what it is. 
 
For example, we accept that only a certain proportion of the population, usually in specified 
localities, can (or even should) have access to ‘really good’ schooling and local amenities, and 
that family must compete with family for these. And yet we are never fully conscious of this 
silent warfare, even if we occasionally wince when we notice a particularly harsh example of its 
unfairness and ruthlessness. 
 
But because this competition is never made explicit (the system even requires that it remains 
never quite consciously known to us), it does leave a certain guilty grumpiness and dustiness in 
our souls, and in our dealings with our fellow beings. 
 



Some of this is excreted in the ritualistic sublimation of our competitive aggressiveness into 
Sport (probably even more so for the spectator than the participant); a true-believing ‘follower’ 
will wait for decades for his or her downtrodden, against-all-odds ‘doggies’ or ‘cats’ to have 
their brief moment of glory in a sun that momentarily outshines a life of losses in the Family 
Wars. 

 
And yet even the Golden Calf of sport has become capitalised and monetised, with corporate 
families competing for advertising, kudos, corporate boxes, and the golden key to all: profit. 

 
Olympic ideals of universal goodwill and fraternity soon give way to nationalistic, Tarzanic 
breast thumping, the proof of which is that every nation tunes in only to its own results, 
commentaries and accomplishments once the opening ceremony recedes as a spent mega 
fireworks display. 
 
Now, many will say that a certain envious grumpiness—the opposite of goodwill to others—is 
a very small price to pay for the achievements and conveniences offered by capitalism through 
these family wars. And others still will say that collectivism (socialism, communism, social 
democracy) will not ever obliterate this unstated war between families. Benjamin Noys’ 
Communization and its Discontents (2012) gives a quite thorough and unbiased account of the 
pitfalls, and his 2014 volume, Malign Velocities, gives an equally alarming and disarming 
critique of capitalism. He views a particular characteristic, which he calls malignant 
‘Accelerationism’, as the major culprit for the doom of both systems of human organisation, in 
their deathly race to annihilate ‘ordinary’ human neediness because of its annoying 
inefficiency. 
 

But it is capitalism, par excellence, that actively (although surreptitiously) ignites and 
manipulates the ‘pyramid scheme’ nature of its being. 
 
I recently watched an episode of the British detective series Lewis in which one family murders 
another—albeit more subtly and less indecorously than the Macbeths or Titus. The murdering 
family seems dominated by a very ambitious academic mother, who exploits needy students 
for her ‘scientific’ testing of human cruelty. She even uses her own son as one of the guinea 
pigs. He, in turn, loses all control in his ‘controlled’ position of power, and murders a 
‘prisoner’. Then both his parents try to cover up his involvement by murdering another two 
(someone else’s) daughters, who have accidentally discovered the truth. When confronted by 
Lewis’ younger (but sometimes wiser) sergeant as to why they didn’t also have a right to live, 
the parents answer—in stunned dis-comprehension—that they had to protect their child. This is 
in spite of them knowing that this cover-up and murder has led to serious self-harming in their 
son—probably a suicidal form of guilt about the murders. Their only defense is, ‘He is our 
son’. 
 

Then I began to see that many of these Sunday-evening (before the onslaught of the working 
week) television murders ended in a very similar way. 
 

In another Lewis episode (featuring a different family), a shocked wife gazes, uncomprehending, 
at her just-apprehended husband, who has murdered two young women, and says, ‘Paul—those 
girls. Their families…’. He replies, un-comprehending of her un-comprehension, ‘But I did this 
for our family’. 
 
But this is no aberration. Although physical murder is rare (but constant), the 
underlying emotional atmosphere in capitalist societies is replete with an envy and 



jealousy that poisons goodwill and the enjoyment of life. 
 
One suffers a sense of ongoing shame if one falls below a certain nominated order of 
‘accomplishment’ in relation to one’s ‘neighbours’—particularly re what one (or two) 
should provide for the family. 
 
Capitalism requires this. It could not survive without it—competitive juices baste and fuel 
the desire for application and for ‘work’, and super-charges the international badge and 
weapon of Productivity. 
 
Hard-core communism, in trying to eliminate ‘overnight’ the need for such juice, merely 
replaces the satellite family system with a centralised system of elite families, followed 
eventually by the oligarchic mafia family system—all eventually undone by seasonal 
Panamanian, Cayman Island or Swiss bank tax-haven revelations, which may or may not 
catalyse full-blown revolutions—before mushrooming up again in a new (old) system. And 
so it goes on—and even the most successful capitalist squirrellers face the perpetual need for 
secrecy, and the insatiability of greed creates an indelibly paranoid (Sopranos) atmosphere. 
One can never just relax or merely enjoy one’s squirrelling. 
 
Some of the most strikingly disturbing eruptions of our literary-cinematic canon that try to shake 
and to shock us with the horrors of inter-family violence, and its outright destruction of love, 
might be: 
 

• The Godfather films—especially if we take the meaning of the word ‘family’ 
literally.  

• Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet and, even more chilling, Titus Andronicus—in the 
latter, the warring families not only slaughter each other’s children but then arrange 
for them to be devoured by their own parents. 

 
Italo Calvino’s Marcovaldo and Fitzgerald’s Great Gatsby reveal and explore the aching tragedy 
of love displaced by an endless and meaninglessly sterile pursuit of money for status and an 
elusive sense of social belonging. Not only does Gatsby chase impossible romantic love but also 
that chase itself is fuelled by a sense of social inferiority and shame; such shame also haunts and 
terrorises the hapless Marcovaldo as he tries tirelessly to give his family a sense of belonging in 
the endless quest to buy things, in neglect of their link to the natural world. 
 
You will ask for alternatives, and I will have nothing (particular) in mind. But whether or not the 
warlike atmosphere of grumpy competitiveness can ever be removed, or even reduced, seems 
worth thinking about. 
 
And there are some glimmers of tiny specks of the beginnings of questioning, even in 
the mainstreams and wellsprings of capitalist commentary. 
 
Whether kindness can be systematised is highly contentious. But perhaps a system where ‘late 
children/early adults’ were transposed from their families of origin and educated independently, 
and equally—away from the grind of family wars and snobbery—would be a start. The recent 
corporatisation of universities and even secondary schools must surely leave graduates (and staff) 
more infected than ever with a sense of warfare, and a toxicity of the spirit of learning. 
 
To change all of this would, of course, require a massive paradigm shift. One’s children’s 
education and future occupation would no longer be merely a source of superiority or inferiority 



between families, and that in itself would change the ‘mood’ of a society and may reduce the 
number of middle-aged couples who feel like defeated war victims should their children not 
become highly paid professionals who own their own homes in perpetually value-accruing, envied 
localities. 
 
But all these sorts of changes would have to sit on the back of massive changes in values 
about what a family is actually for. 
 
Some of this has been very cleverly and subtly explored in a recent British serious-comedy 
(what is comedy if not philosophy?) called Detectorists. It follows the vicissitudes of two 
seemingly hapless ‘losers’ who spend almost all their leisure hours looking for ‘the holy 
grail’ with their metal detectors. Underneath the deadpan humour we see the emergence of 
deeply personal, esoteric but sincere goals, based not on having, but discovering. And once 
the family has made this adjustment, their struggles with Life take on a new meaning, and 
it ordains new possibilities and choices—particularly for the parental couple. They are no 
longer enslaved by the need to spend their days paying off the cave. This is made 
particularly poignant when one of the hapless two wins the lottery and has to find a 
meaning in his life apart from the need to earn money. 
 
I have a strange belief that if children were no longer being used as social-status ‘weapons’ of 
inter-familial warfare then our inherent grumpiness factor (IGF) would succumb. But the very 
first thing would be to make it explicit—shout it from the tops of whatever ancient pencil pines 
are left standing—that our supposedly growth-inducing, motivating capitalism is also a form of 
inter-family warfare. 
 
Let the pyramid scheme be fully revealed—let it be explicitly known, as Gaby Hinsliff wrote 
in a Guardian piece last year, ‘That your nifty buy-to-let sideline deprives others of even one 
home to call their own’. 
 

A neo-Darwinian might attempt to convince us that inter-familial war is just as important as 
survival of the fittest individual, and that capitalism ensures the survival of the fittest groupings of 
humans. But there is, nonetheless, the possibility of a counter-family-war push that may rival (and 
eventually ‘consume’) capitalism’s mindlessly aggressive consumerism (we need more and more 
in order to rival other families with more and more). Its counter-capitalistic sprouts are germinated 
from Environmentalism and anti-Monsantoid seed patenting and ownership. 
 
For Darwin needed to think also of the survival of the fittest society—the one that is mindful 
of the needs of all of its members—and which Freud thought could be the pinnacle of 
Humanity and true Civilisation. 
 

The Dar-Win-Neo-Capitalists who justify greed and the reckless consumption of precious 
resources (human, not just fossil) have no such long-ranged, all-encompassing good of the 
family of Mankind at heart. There is no heart in it, and therefore no longevity through the 
generations. 
 

Fragile as a media dynasty collapsing into dusty temporality, without a twitter or a trace—
from this we need to wake. 
 
I haven’t even begun to talk about the wars inside families and corporations 
andgenerations. But we are usually much more aware of these. 
 



Oedipus is nearer the surface of our minds than ever, but the Titus complex—the unconscious 
wish to humiliate and annihilate rival families (Titus Andronicus is still, even now, by far the 
least palatable and least often performed of all Shakespeare’s works)—remains undigested, yet 
elemental, in the big capitalist picture. 
 
Many will just shrug their shoulders and say, ‘So? Life is competitive, and there will 
always need to be the struggling underling class’. But I have a, probably misguided, 
utopian fancy: that if more of the general population were made more fully aware of the 
‘what it truly is’ aspects of capitalism, they might begin to rethink the values and choices 
underpinning their lifestyle. 
 

If there is ever any real sincerity in our paying lip service to a desire to exterminate the terrors of 
war, and the wars of terrorism, then we must eventually face squarely the forces of serious 
discontent that are inducing them. That may never lead to anything new and better, or any 
reduction in the grumpy disease that we all carry. 
 

But it might. 
 
And in that dream of Life, what schemes might come? 


